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Abstract. BOM database is designed through the analysis of the actual situation of the production 
workshop of the torque converter and the demand of enterprise. This paper analyzes scheduling 
management module, material distribution management module, real-time monitoring module and 
management module in the hydraulic torque converter production workshop MES. The table structure 
of BOM database is determined. Finally, the application of BOM database in MES is proposed. 

Introduction 
     BOM (bill of material), is refers to the product needed parts list and structure. Specifically, BOM is 
the description file of the product structure. It shows that the product components, a need of the 
subordinate components number of sub components, the relationship between parts until the raw 
materials, and each assembly. 
      With the rapid development of manufacturing industry, the market competition is more and more 
intense, the enterprises attach great importance to cost control, efficient capacity utilization. The 
production process is actually accounting capacity, planning and scheduling, production planning, 
capacity reintegration, and plans to produce a process.BOM plan row all core data of production to 
reduce the production cycle of the products, to ensure that the customer order delivery plays a strong 
role, and BOM data accuracy is cost can can effectively control the fundamental guarantee. 

Application of BOM in MES of  hydraulic torque converter 
    The scientific nature of the BOM architecture and the rationality of the BOM process is the premise 
of ensuring the integrity and accuracy of the BOM data. The following is the application of BOM in 
each stage of production: 

(1).The production data preparation phase: In different manufacturing industries, the structure and 
composition of BOM is different. Product structure tree will be different because of different needs, 
so To maintain the real-time, integrity and correctness of BOM information is the key to improve the 
production efficiency of enterprises. Before the production of the enterprise, the production planning 
department must define the product structure tree in the way of the product structure tree to the BOM 
database. In order to  ensure that each department can get a specific BOM data  each component of the 
information must be input to the database. 

(2).Planning scheduling phase: When the enterprise receives the order, the production management 
department in accordance with the order of delivery deadlines and production line of the actual 
situation to arrange production schedule. Planning scheduling is affected by the inventory information 
of components and other raw materials, the impact of the BOM data information. Through the 
selection of the optimal scheduling scheme to produce, so as to ensure on-time delivery. 

(3).Material requirement planning phase: The material management department is responsible for 
the preparation of materials and the management of inventory in the whole manufacturing 
system.When the production plan scheduling, the system will generate the various processes of the 
material demand plan.Material management department with reference to BOM information to 
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determine the requirements of various materials, and then the material management department to 
determine the requirements of the various materials to carry out the preparatory work of the material 
to ensure that there will be no shortage of material. 

(4).Material purchasing phase: The lean production mode requires the enterprise's purchasing 
department to be served in the time that is needed. Good procurement system can not only reduce the 
complexity of the procurement process, but also can reduce the unnecessary procurement costs. BOM 
information is the most important key to the purchasing department. Procurement department through 
the BOM information can be timely to buy the right amount of material, to avoid the phenomenon of 
excess inventory or insufficient inventory. 

Establishment of BOM in hydraulic torque converter MES 
In summary, the BOM of hydraulic torque converter MES  is composed of four parts (parts BOM, 

process BOM, material BOM, quality BOM). Combined with hydraulic torque converter production, 
taking into account the different types of parts (self-made parts, purchased parts, standard parts) 
attributes constitute different, BOM dispersed to three data tables to describe.The BOM form as 
shown in Figure 1.  

 
Fig1.Table structure and corresponding relation of BOM database 

The description of the various data tables in BOM are as follows. 
Product structure tree table: the table is the core of the BOM. The product structure tree list is to 

describe the tree structure information of all models of the hydraulic torque converter.Through the 
contact between the tables to obtain production process information, self-made parts information, 
information of standard parts, purchased parts information and the quality detection information.The 
attributes of the product structure tree table include: nodeID(used to represent a node), nodeName(A 
name for a product or component represented by a node), parentID(Unique identifier for the parent 
node of the node), count, nodeCode(product / component code), innerCode(the inner code of product/ 
component). 
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All models of the product and components of the product information are stored in the product 
structure tree table. The node ID for each record is GUID(globally unique identifier, ID card numbers 
by the binary unique identification number for each card and only CPU digital clock generates a 16 
byte. To ensure the value, as a record of ID primary key only).In  product structure tree table, the 
parentID attribute value of the product model record is null, the parentID attribute value of the 
component record is the unique identifier of the type record that the component belongs to, The 
parentID attribute value of the part record is the unique identifier of the component record that is part 
belongs to.The role of count attribute  is to reflect the number of components and the number of parts 
contained in the model. 

In the product structure tree table there are two important attributes:  nodeCode and innerCode.The 
attribute nodeCode reflects the relationship between the product and the assembly and the assembly 
of the parts. Types of code for 2 digits, for example the nodeCode of  A type of  hydraulic torque is 01; 
Parts of the code for the 4 digits, the first two is belongs to the types of code, such as a hydraulic 
variable converter belongs to the parts of the code according to the assembly sequence coding 
respectively 0101~0106; 6 digit code parts. The first four parts of code, including a hydraulic variable 
torque converter pump components round subordinate parts of the code from the beginning of 
010101. 

Because of the product parts in accordance with the source of the parts is divided into self-made 
parts, purchased parts and standard parts. There are different types of products with the same parts in 
the product, in order to reduce the redundant parts information in the BOM database, the product 
structure tree table adds an attribute innerCode. The attribute innerCode  is an important attribute of 
the product. Through the attribute innerCode  with self-made parts information table, the standard 
parts information table, purchased parts information table, information process table and detection 
information table established relationship. According to the hydraulic torque converter product type, 
quantity, types contained in the number of components and parts in the self-made parts, purchased 
parts and standard parts accounted for the proportion of to set code encoding format. 

Table 1 the product structure tree table code encoding partition table 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
    Purchased parts information table: the table holds the  information of non-standard parts required 
for outsourcing in the process of production.  

Standard parts information table: the table holds the parts the information of   standard parts 
required  in the production process. 

Self  made information table: The table holds all self processed parts information needed in the 
production process. 

Process information table: The table holds the process information for all models of products 
produced by the enterprise, process information of components and Process information of self made  
parts. 

Test information table: the table holds parameter information for all types of product to be detected. 

Application of BOM  in hydraulic torque converter MES 
    The product structure tree table in the BOM database can quickly obtain the number of three types 
of parts(purchased parts, self made parts and standard parts) needed to produce a particular 
product.The quantity of purchased parts from the MES in the name of the code through the attribute of 
the products / parts code encoding, you can know the part of code is 6 digits, and the first two parts of 
the model. At the same time, self-made parts of code for '1001' ~ '4999', eventually obtaining a type 

index type coding range 
1 production model 0001~0099 
2 component 0101~0999 
3 self made parts 1001~4999 
4 standard parts 5001~6999 
5 purchased parts 7001~8999 
6 reserve 9001~9999 
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hydraulic torque converter contains the self-made parts name and number. By changing the query 
conditions can obtain a type hydraulic torque converter contains different types of parts and quantity 
information. Through the quantitative information in the hydraulic torque converter workshop 
scheduling and procurement management provide the required production quantity and the need to 
purchase parts and standard parts. 
    The hydraulic torque converter workshop real-time monitoring system is an important part of 
hydraulic torque converter production workshop MES. Through for production workshop equipment 
information, personnel information, product information, information detection real-time acquisition, 
combined with the BOM database process information, information detection can timely access to 
detailed information on a station equipment, process information. At the same time, real-time 
monitoring system in the background according to the BOM database detection information table to 
the comparison from the workshop production of products and components of real-time detection 
information, to real-time judgment of products or components is qualified or not. At the same time, 
the related records written to the database, for the future, the qualified rate of equipment efficiency 
and statistical data to support. 

Conclusions 
Combined with hydraulic variable to the actual situation of converter production workshop, and 

analysis of enterprise for positioning of MES and the established hydraulic margin is bom database 
can satisfy the requirements of the application of the hydraulic torque converter workshop MES for 
scheduling management, material distribution management and real-time monitoring function 
module. Greatly improve the enterprise production efficiency, reduce the cost of enterprise operation, 
to make the maximum profit of the enterprise. 
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